Historically, the scanning transmission electron microscope has not been widely used for phase contrast imaging because the small bright-field detector required detects only a small fraction of the incident electrons and is therefore inefficient with respect to dose. This limitation has hindered the efficient imaging of light elements in STEM. Alternative modes also have limitations. For example, annular dark-field (ADF) imaging of graphene only makes use of a few percent of the incident electrons, and annular bright-field imaging (ABF) requires lens aberrations to form an effective phase plate to get contrast from weakly scattering objects.
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Electron ptychography in the STEM was first demonstrated more than 20 years ago in the context of improving image resolution [1] . At that time, the image field of view was restricted by the limitations of the camera technology. Here we make use of the pnCCD (S)TEM camera, a direct electron pixelated detector from PNDetector, mounted on the JEOL ARM200-CF aberration corrected microscope. The detector has a grid of 264x264 pixels and operates at a speed of 1000 frames-per-second (fps). The detector can achieve a speed of up to 20,000 fps through binning/windowing. ADF images can be recorded simultaneously, as shown by the schematic in Fig. 1 .
The resulting 4D data set is formed of a series of coherent convergent beam diffraction patterns recorded as a function of illuminating probe position. This data set is a very rich source of information. By adapting a previously used method [2] for use with a modern aberration-corrected STEM [3] , high quality, quantitative phase images can be formed simultaneously with other STEM imaging modes such as ADF. The method operates entirely in reciprocal space where specific spatial frequencies in the reconstructed phase image are known only to arise from specific locations in the detector plane (Fig. 2) . This phase imaging mode has a relatively simple transfer function [4] and also provides an inherent filter of image noise without reducing the signal strength to form high quality phase images (Fig. 3) . It is also shown that residual aberrations in the image can be detected and corrected. Three dimensional information is also available post-acquisition by reconstructing the phase image at a specific depth in the sample, which can be performed even though the microscope may not have been focused at that depth.
It is also found that the phase images formed through electron ptychography can also be relatively intuitively interpreted in thicker, heavier samples where dynamical electron diffraction dominates. In all oxide materials imaged to date, all the cations and the O columns are clearly visible. We also explore from a theoretical point why ptychography shows a robustness to dynamical scattering compared to conventional phase contrast imaging. 
